
Warning: Dates On The Calendar Are Closer Than They Appear

Ever had someone say “Oh, we have plenty of time!”, only to hear “Oh wow, that came up quick!” later in

the project.  Many of us have experienced, dates on the calendar are closer than they appear!

Here are some tips I use to help my team identify key dates and ensure we can hit the targeted

completion date:

● Make it Visible: When putting a timeline together, make the calendar visible.  Whether a white

board, physical calendar, or an online platform, display a calendar so everyone can see today and

the proposed end date.  It becomes much more tangible!

● Begin with the End in Mind: Start with the proposed end date and work backwards.  Most team

members will know when certain things need to be complete.  For example, for a software

release, when does testing need to wrap up, dev be complete, requirements gathered and

approved.  Or in a house, moving in is dependent on floors being installed, which means the

framing is done, which means the foundation was poured.

● Look for “Gotchas”: There can be certain dependencies that take longer than others.  Is there

special equipment that needs to be ordered with longer lead times?  Are there specific skills

needed not employed currently?  Identify as many of those as possible up front.

● Engage the Right Team Members: You don’t always need all team members to put a plan

together, just the right ones.  These can be leads or senior members of a functional area who

understand the team’s capabilities, other priorities, and potential time saving opportunities.

● Create a 1-Pager: No matter how big your project plan, create a simple one page view the team

can quickly review.  This can also be used to communicate with stakeholders.


